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The closed socle of an Azumaya algebra was introduced and first studied by D. 
Haile [lo] and F. De Meyer [5]. In particular, it was proved that the closed socle 
is an important Brauer invariant for Azumaya algebras and may bz used when 
studying singularities of real affine curves. On the other han.d, it has been shown 
by the author in [2O] that, in order to study the Brauer group of a quasi-affine 
scheme, i.e. an open subscheme of an affine scheme, one has to introduce the notion 
of a relative Azumaya a.lgebra with respect o an idempotent kernel functor. Similar 
constructions were applied by F. Van Oystaeyen and the author [ 18,19] when 
considering Brauer groups of projective varieties. This motivated us to look at the 
closed socle of a a-Azumaya algebra over R, where R is a fixed commutative ring 
and 0 an idempotent kernel functor in R-mod. It appears that the relative notion 
works nicely, in particular it is Brauer invariant (LI the relative sense) and yields 
information about the splitting of relative Azumaya ;!_oebras. We also introduce ;I 
global notion of closed socle over an arbitrary scheme (where for simplicity’s sake 
we restict to the locally noetherian case) of ar, Azumaya Algebra, i.e. a coherent 
sheaf of algebras over the structure sheaf which yields Azumaya algebras in thi 
stalks, cf. [U]. For quasi- affine (and projective) schemes, one may show how these 
constructions actually n-educe to the forementioned. 
1. For convenience’s ake, assume throughout R to be a commutative noetherian 
domain. This will make all occuring k;ernel functors idempotent so we will usually 
just speak of a kernel functor, idlempotency being implicit. We assume the reader 
to be familiar with the notions of localization at an idempotent kernel functor, as 
deveioped by 0. Goldm,an, P. Gabriel and others; for detailed information, we refer 
to [7,8,14,15]. If 0 is a kernel furactor, then we will denote by Qa its associate 
localization functor and for any ME R-mod by j,, : M -Q+(M) the cansnl;ca~ 
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(localizing) morphism. We call M a-closed if jO is an isomorphism. Denote by 
Y(O) the Gabriel topology associated with CJ and by b(o) the set of ideals P of R 
maximal with respect o the property of not being contained in 2(a); it is easy to 
see that b(a) contclists of prime ideals, i.e. by N(a), the set of all prime ideals P 
of R with a(R/P) = 0. For any prime ideal P we define a kernel functor bR_ p in 
R-mod by its idempotent filter Y’(R -P), which consists of all ideals of R containing 
an element s $ P. Clearly, QOR P (M) =MP, the usual localization at F. It is well 
known that any kernel functor CJ in R-mod is completely determined by the set X(D); 
more precisely, 
This motivates the definition: an R-module M is a-quasiprojective if for each 
p E b(a) (and hence also for each PE X(o)) the R,-module A$, is projective. Pro- 
perties of o-quasiprojective R-modules have been thoroughly investigated in [ 171. 
2. The notations of a o-finitely generated 
are defined in [ 171. An R module which is 
presented, as R is noetherian), a-closed, 
resp. a-finitely presented R-module 
a-finitely generated (hence o-finitely 
ci-quasiprojective and faithful as a 
QJR)-module is said to be a a-progenerator. An R-algebra A is called a c;- 
Azumaya algebra if it is a a-progenerator and such that the canonical map Ae = 
A @& A0 -+End&4) induces an isomorphism A IA’ = Q,,(K’)~End&4). Here, ftc; 
any pair of R-modules M, N we write MI N for the R-module Q&M@& N). Not;: 
also that End,(A) is automatically o-closed, since A is. The following result f5 
easy: 
3. Proposition [ 171. Let A be a o-closed o-finitely generated R-algebra, then the 
foil0 wing statements are equivalent: 
(3.1) A is a o-Azumaya algebra. 
(3.2) A, is an Azumaya algebra over Rp for all p E b(g). 0 
From this result one easily deduces that the center of A is Q,(R). It may also be 
applied to show that if J? is a a-progenerator, then End&Z) is a a-Azumaya 
algebra and that if Al and A2 are a-Azumaya algebras over R, then so is Al LA,. 
4. Let Al and AZ be o-Azumaya algebras over R. Then we say that Al is a-similar 
to A? if there exist a-progenerators El, E2 such that Al i End&) = A2 _L EndR(&). 
This defines an equivalence relation and the set Br(R, a) of all a-similarity classes 
[A) of a-Azumaya algebras A may be endowed with a group structure, by putting 
[A][A’] = [A I A’], [A]-’ = [A’], 
l~r(~,o) = LQoU'91 = [EndR@)l 
where E is any progenerator. We call this the relative Brauer group of R (with 
respect o a). 
5. It has been proved by F. Van Oystasyen (cf, [17]) that if ,4 is a a-Azumaya 
algebra over R (the statement in [ 171 treats a more genera.1 case), then A is a prime 
pi-ring. Note that the noetheriau hypothesis is necessary in order to derive this 
result. In particular, by Posner’s theorem, A possesses a central simple classical ring 
of fractions Z with center K, the field of fractions of R. Moreover, we halve Z= 
K&A=K4. 
We call a left ideal L of A closed if it is czR _0-closed, i.e. if the following 
property holds: if 0 #r E R and a! E A has the property tfiat ra E L, then a E L. It is 
clear that if L is closed, then f is cz-closed for all kernel functors D in R-mod. 
Moreover, if L’ is a left ideal of C, then L = i’nA is a closed left ideal of ,4,. 
6. Lemma. Let A be a a-AzumaJva algebra over R and L a o-closed ieft ideal I~~’ A, 
then the folio wing statement are equivalent: 
(6. I) L is closed in A (over lit). 
(6.2) L, is closed in A, (over RJ for all p E b(u). 
Proof. (1) * (2). Pick a E A, and assume ra E L, for some 0 # r E R,. Then we may 
finds,tER-psuchthatsrERandtaEA.Butthensrta~I,,n.4=L,i.e.taEkh!, 
assumption and so a E L,. 
(2) 3 (1). Assume that L, is closed in A, (over RJ for all p E b(a). Then if 1.7 E .3 
and 0 #r E R with ra E k, then r~ RP and a E A,,. So ra E L c L,, implies that 41 E: L,, 
for all p. But it is well known, everything being torsion free, that L = Q,(L) = 
n PEbtCTj L&Z, hence aeL, prciving the assertion. 3 
1. Proposition. There is a one- to-one order preserving correspondence bet rc~rr 
(7.1) left ideals of 2, 
(7 2) closed left ideals of A. 
Proof. The correspondence isobviously given by L’ -+ L’n A resp. L -+ LA’ = L $& A”, 
which is well-defined by the foregoing.. Let us show that this d’efines a bijection be- 
tween the corresponding sets. 
(a) If L is a closed left ideal of A, then L = LKn A. Indeed, one inclusion is clear, 
SO pick XELK~IA, then x is .3f the form x= Clikj where 1,~ L and k,E Jz, sf 
such that ski E R for all i, hence sx= C !j(sk;) E L, implying that SE L as L is closed 
by assumption. 
(b) Conversely, if L’ is a left ideal of C, then (L’nA)K= L’. Indeed. again one 
inclusion is clear. For the other inclusion, pick SE L’. Then for some 0 #s E R we 
have sx E A (as C is the full central ring of quotients of A); let a = sx, then a E L”~A 
and so x=s-‘aE{L’nA)K. This finishes the proof. E! 
From the foregoing it follows that the set of all closed left ideai: of ,-t s 
e descending chain condition, so minGna1 (nonzero) closed left ideals esi 
Assume from now on that R is a-closed. One easily proves, mimicking a simi 
closed Eeft ideals of A is an ideal 
then easy to see, cf. [17], that 
socle or‘ A. Note that H(A, a) is 
xe R with JxCH(A, CT) for some 
is a-closed by construction. 
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statement in [lo] that Ii, the sum of all minimal 
of A. Let I=Q,(r,) and H(A,o)=lnR. It is 
I= Qo(AH(A,a. We call H(A, ct) the a-closed 
a-closed. Indeed, clearly QJH(A, a)) c R; pick 
JE Y(a), then x e A and JxC I, so XE I, since I 
9. Lemma. Let H(-) denote the olsuai closed socle of an Azumaya algebra. If A is 
a a-Aaumaya igebra, then for all p E b(o) (and hence ,for all p E .Y(a)) we have 
HtA, o&, = HCA,). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the maps L-+L, resp L’-+L’nA define a one-to-one 
correspondence between the maximal closed left ideals L of A and the minimal 
closed left ideals L’ of A,. Let I= C L, resp. I’= C L’, where the sum is over 
all minimal closed left ideals. Then Ip = C L,= I’. So it suffices to check that 
(R n Q,(K)), = (R nK>, for any ideal K of A and p E h(a). The inclusion > is 
obvious. Conversely, if x E (R n Q#)),, then for some SE R -p we have 
SXE RnQ,(K), hence we may find LE 2’(a) such that LsxCRnK. But then 
sxEQJRnK) and x~Q,(RnK),=(RfW),. 0 
Let us now show that the a-closed socle is Brauer invariant. Indeed, we have the 
following: 
10. Proposition. If A and A’ are a-Azumaya lgebras and [A] = [A’] in Br(R, a), 
then H(A, a) = H(A’, a). 
Proof. It has been proved in [5] that if B and B’ are Azumaya algebras over the 
local ring S and if B-B’ in Br(S), then H(B) = H(B’). Assume A -A’ in Br(R, a), 
then we may find a-progenerators E, E’ such that 
A I End,(E) 2: A2 End&E’). 
Pick p E b(a). Then 
A -L End,(E)), = Q6 
( 
A@End,JE) 
R > 
=A,@End,(E),=A,@EndR(E,.,) 
P R, RP 
and similarly for (A’I End&?‘)),. So, since the localization of any a-progenerator 
at PE b(a) yields an R,-progenerator, this says that A, and AL are similar in 
Br(t’Z,). Hence by the foregoing remark, we have H(A,) =H(A;) in R,. But H(A, a) 
is a-closed and H(A,) = H(A, $, for all p E b(a) and similarly for A’. So we obtain 
within K: 
MA,@ = ~H(A,G)~= ~H(A’,o)~= H(A, G), 
where tile intersection is taken over b(a). This proves the assertion. 0 
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Let us call a a-Azumaya algebra A split at p E .#‘(a) if A, is isomorphic to an 
R,-algebra of the form End#Z), where E is a finitely generated projective (hence 
free) R,-module. We then have: 
11. Proposition. Let A be a a-Azumaya algebra with the property that 14 mdp K== 
M,,(K) for some positive integer n. Then for ali p E X(o) the following are qui- 
valen t: 
(11.1) A is split at p; 
(11.2) H(A,a)Cp. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that if S is a local noetherian domain 
with field of fractions F and if B@ F-n/r,(F) for some Azumaya algebra B over 
S, then B= M,(S) if and only if H(B) = S. Indeed, it follows that A is then split at 
p if and only if H(A,,) = RP, i.e. H(A, a) Qp as H(A,) = H(A, a),. 7 
12. Corollary. Let A be a a-Azumaya algebra with the property that A& K = 
M,(K) for some positive integer n. Then A is split at a/l p E b(a) (and hence at all 
p E X(o)) if and only if H(A, a) = A’?. 
Proof. First note that if I is a proper a-closed ideal 
pi: b(o). Indeed, since I and R ar’ a-closed, applying 
functor Qa yields an exact commutative diagram: 
of 18, then /Cp for some 
the (left exact) Icdiration 
0-i-R --R/I -0 
j, I 
0 -k-R- Q,UW 
Hence j0 is injective and it follows that t*r( 7/Z) =O, i.e. I$ ~(a). If I is not ma\;& 
ma1 with respect o this property, it is contained in some p which is, i.e. p E b(a). 
NOW, if H(A, a) = R, then H(A, a)QP for all p E Spec(R) and the foregoing yields 
the assertion. Conversely, if H(A, a) is a proper a-closed ideal of R, then k&4, CJ) 
for some pc b(a), and A is not split at this p by the foregoing. This proves the 
assertion. q 
13. The foregoing may also be used in order to generalize (3.4) in [lOi We nee 
some preparatory remarks first. Let A be,a a-Azumaya algebra over R and M a two- 
sided A-module. Then we define the A-centralizer M” of M to consist of all 1st F M 
with am = ma for all a E A. If M is o-closed as an R-module, then it has been proven 
in [17] that MA is a-closed too and that M= A a M’. In particular _ one may t 
show that if B is a a-closed R-subalgebca of C= Q(A) containing A, then -4 
is isomorphic to B as an R-algebra. 
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34. Lemma. Let A be an arbitrary o-closed ring containing R in its center and let 
M be a a-torsion free A-bimodule centralizing the R-action. Then Q,(M)A = 
QtAMAh 
Proof. If m e QO(M)A, then ma = am for all a E A. Pick IE Y(a) such that Im c M. 
Then for all iE.T we have (im)a=a(im), i.e. JmCMA and hence m E Q,(MA). Con- 
versely, if m E QO(MA), hen TJ E Q&M) and if we choose IE W’(o) with Irnr M", 
then for all a E A and all i E I we have (im)a = a(im) = i(an;). Hence I(ma - am) = 0, 
so ma-am E Q,(M) = 0. This shows that m E QJM)‘. 17 
15. Lemma [20]. Let o be a kernel functor in R-mod such that Q,(R) is noetherian. 
If M is a o-finitely generated o-closed and a-quasiprojective R-module, then it is 
finitely generated reflexive Q*(R)-module. 0 
In our situation, Q,(R)-R, of course. Assume from now on that R is a (a- 
closed) noetherian integrally closed domain. We then have 
16. Proposition. With the foregoing assumption, if A is a a-Azumaya algebra, then 
A is a maximal order. 
Proof. Cf. [17]. Cl 
17. Let M(R, a) denote the class of all finitely generated reflexive R-modules E with 
the property that for all PE b(o) we may find a reflexive R,-ideal I’, a finitely 
generated free Rp-module Fp and an isomorphism of Rp-modules Ep= I’@,, Fp. 
For each PE b(o) we have a canonical morphism Br(R, a)-+Br(Rp) sending the 
E.-auer class of a a-Azumaya algebra A to that of AP in Br(Rp). Let p : Br(R, a)-+ 
n PEb(a) Br(Rp) be the induced map. The kernel of ~3 may be calculated as follows. 
Assume that [A] E Ker cp for some a-Azumaya algebra A. Then [ApI = 0 in Br(Rp) 
for all PE b(o), i.e. Ap= End,,(F,) for some finitely generated free Rp-module 
Fp. On the other hand we then certainly have 
X=A$UC=A,pK=Endk(V) 
P 
for some finite-dimensional K-vector-space, i.e. [Z] = 0 in B;(K). Since A is a maxi- 
mal R-order in C it follows from proposition 4.2 in [4] that A = End,(E) for some 
finitely generated reflexive R-module E. Hence Ap= End,,(E,) for PE b(o). But 
then we have for all these P that we may find a reflexive Rp-ideal 1’ and an 
isomorphism Ep-- IP@R, Fp, i.e. we actually obtain E E M(R, a). 
ste. If we denote by P(R, o) the set all E in M(R, 0) which are a-quasiprojective, 
then one may show that the quotient IW(R, o)/P(R, a) may be endowed with a group 
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structuie and fits into an exact sequence 
M(R, o)/P(R, a) 
0 
------+ Br(R, a) A rl[ Br(Rp). 
PE b(a) 
The kernel of B may also be determined explicitely. Since we will not need this, we 
will not go into the details here. 
18. Let US call R a-locally factorial if for all PE b(cr) the ring Rp is a unique 
factorization domain. We call a a-Azumaya algebra A split if we may find a 
a-progenerator E and an isomorphism A = End@). It is clear that if A is split, 
then A is split at all p tz b(o). The converse is not true in general. However, we have 
19. Proposition. If R is a-locally factorial, then for any a-Azumaya algebra A the 
folio wing are equivalent: 
( 19.1) A is split; 
(19.2) A is split at all PE b(a). 
Proof. Only the implication (2)*(l) needs a proof. Now, saying that A is split c4~ 
all p E b(a) is equivalent o [A] E Ker ~3. From [ 171 it then follows that we may find 
E EM(R, a) and an isomorphism of R-algebras A 2: EndR(E). For each p E b(o), w 
have that Ep is of the form IpoRI, Fp for some finitely generated free R,-module 
F* and some reflexive R,-ideal I*. But since Ru is a unique factorization domain,, 
each reflexive fractionary ideal is projective. Hence I* is free and so is E,,,. 11: 
follows that E and hence Q,(E) is a-quasiprojective. As E is finitely generated,, 
QJE) is certainly a-finitely generated and it follows that Q,(E) is a a-progenerator. 
We thus obtain isomorphisms 
A = Q,(A) = QJEndR(EN = EndR(Q,(E)), 
the last isomorphism holding because of (1.5) in [20i, which says that if L is finite15 
generated, a-flat (e.g. a-quasiprojective) and a-torsion free, then EndR(Q,(L)) = 
QJEnd&)). This finishes the proof. Cl 
Note. A more detailed calculation, in the vein of (4.3) in [2], would ‘rave show n that 
Rp had to be factorial at almost all p cz b(a), i.e. all but a finite number of primes 
in b(a). 
20. Corollary. Let R be a noetherian a-ciost:..’ integrally c?osed domain. [I’ Ir: is 
c7-locally factorial, and A is a a-Azumaya algebra with the property that A ge4 K = 
M,(K) for some positive integer n, then A is split if and or ._;t if H(A. O) = R. 
Proof. This follows immediately from 12 19. q 
21. Let us now turn to some geometric applications. For simplicity’s sake 
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‘scheme’ we will always mean a locally noetherian separated integral scheme. An 
Azumaya Algebra over a scheme is a coherent sheaf of &-aigebras ,d (coherent :s 
a module) with the property that .ti’ is an @x,X -Azumaya aige5ra for all _u E X. FK 
details uce refer to [9J. We claim that if .d is an Azumaya Algebra over X, then there 
exists a unique sheaf of &-ideals ~&d) on X with the property that for all affine 
U= Spec(R)CX we have Z&d) 1 U= H(A)-, the canonical sheaf of flu-ideals on U, 
associated to H(A), where A = r(U, &). Note that by our assumptions, we have 
.d ( U=A-. Indeed, it is clear that J@‘), if it exists, is unique as such. On the 
other hand, it may be constructed by the usual ‘cut-and-glue’-process: cover X with 
open affines c/a; for each a, let A, =T(U,,d). Hence *dIU=A,. Let .Ya= 
pI(A,)” on I/a* Then one may verify that the 31pa glue together well to a sheaf of 
+-ideals Syr.d) on X. Indeed, let U and V be two open affines, say with co- 
ordinate rings R resp. S and let A = r(U, d) resp. B = r( V, C$) with closed socles 
H(A) resp. H(B). Since X is separated, Un V is affine too. Hence 
Un V= Spec(T(Un K R-)) = Spec(r(Un k: S-)). 
Now each open subset of an affine scheme Spec(R) is of the form Xi, for some 
ideal I of R, where X1 consists of all prime ideals P of R with I(t P. To an ideal 
I we may lso associate a kernel functor o1 with idempotent filter Y&) generated 
by the positive powers I” of I. The associated localization is denoted by Qr(-). It 
has been noted in [ 11,151 that for any R-module M we have r(x,, M’) = Q](M) - 
this is sometimes referred to as ‘Delizne’s formula’. Now, one may easily prove that 
in the presence of the noetherian hypothesis one has that X1 is an affine open 
subset of Spec(R) if and only if CJ~ has property (T) in the sense of 0. Goldman, 
cf. [8]. 
Back to our construction: U(I V being an open affine subset of U= Spec(R) and 
v= Spec(S), it is associated to an R-ideal I, resp. an S ideal J such that al, resp. 
aJ has property (T) in R-mod, resp. S-mod arid such that Q1(R) = QJ(S). Now, an 
easy modification of Lemma 1 in [5] shows that if A is an Azumaya algebra over 
R and 0 a kernel functor in R-mod, which has Goldman’s property (T), then 
Q,(A) is an A zumaya algebra over Q,(R) and H(Q,(A))=Q,(H(A)). In view of 
the fact that QI(A) =z QJ(B) with the above notations, this yields that 
Hence 
H(T(W,a/))‘ILrnV=H(A)-IXI=H(B)-IXJ=H(f(V,.d))-IUnV. 
follc\ws easily from ehis the assertion. We leave details to the reader. 
22. Let R be a noetherian domain and let X1cSpec(R) be an arbitrary not neces- 
sarily affine open subset. It has been proved in [20] that if .d is an Azumaya Algebra 
on Xl, then J/ corresponds canonically to a a/-Azumaya algebra A over R, i.e. 
.PJ = A’ 1 XI. Let %&~4) be the sheaf of ideals associated to .rr/ in the abcve way. 
Then we c:laim that .fl.ti) = H(A, al)- 1 XI, hence in particular that 
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H(A, aI) =I’(.fl.d)). This is the geometric interpretation of H’(A, a,). r\low, ::o 
prove this, pick f E AR with XJcX1. Then ,v/“(.d) ) Xf- H(,r(X,, v’))” = H(A,-)‘ md 
on the other hand H(A, oI)- 1 Xj=H(A, a&-. Write H for the t;urn of all Pnirnimal 
closed left ideals of the aI-Azumaya algebras A. Since H(A, aI) = QI(H), by defini- 
tion, we then have H(A, a&= Q,(H)f= Hf, which is easily seen to be the sum of all 
minimal closed left ideals of the Azumaya algebra A,, i.e. H(A, a&= H(Afl). This 
proves the assertion, since X1 may be covered by open sets of the form X,. 
23. Let X be as before and let ,d be an Azumaya Algebra. over X, Then set 
Y(@‘) = C$‘._#l.d). It is clear that if XC= Spec(R) is affine and .Y’ = A’ for some 
Azumaya algebra A over R, then Y(.?ii) = [R/H(A)]‘. In case X is quasi-affine, say 
X= X,~Spec(Rj with Q(R) =K as before, we also have the following proposition. 
Proposition. Let d be an Azumaya Algebra over X which is generically split. Then 
the following are equivalen: for p E X: 
(i) sJP is a split Azumaya algebra; 
(ii) p $ Supp Y(&). 
Proof. By ‘generically split’ we mean that .d is split at the generic point of X. It 
follows in particular that dP@K is split for all p E X, i.e. if :i = A- 1 X, where A 
is the cl-Azumaya algebra corresponding to .d, then we may apply 11 to ail 
pi ~‘(a~) =X. Indeed, it now follows that for pi X we have that .A, = :dP is split 
if and only if pBH(A, GJ; i.e. H(A, c@ =RP or equivalently .w[ Y'& = p( Q,) f;l. 
H(A,) = RP = Cx,P, i.e. p $ Supp &+fl&) = Supp .7(9). 3 
It is clear how to generalize this to an arbitrary, not necessarily quasi affine 
scheme X. 
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